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Maison Pagode, a hidden Asian treasure in Paris.  This Asian architecture is in 
the form of a Chinese pagoda rising over four floors, with gracefully curved 
eaves covered with glazed tiles; its brick-red facade contrasting with the 
freestone of the Haussmann buildings that surround it; its precious wooden 
portal on the roof of which are perched mysterious creatures whose silhouettes 
evoke a fish, a bird or a horse: everything is intriguing in the building located in 
the central part of the city.

Passionate by art & architecture, I was sure the discovery of this hidden 
treasure was not a coincidence but the starting point of our collection concept 
which will reflect this elegant Asiatic influences architecture in Paris. 

Discover all the products of Maison Pagode collections.

- Elodie Delétoille
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PARC MONCEAU Parc Monceau attests to the new nature harmonies 
of Cetec: modern and delicate. 

Worked in a shade of degrade, the colours of the 
details are inspired by the landscape.  The aqua & 
purple tones remind us the freshness of the sunrise; 
the golden & warm pink shades call to mind the 
beauty of the sunset; the green tones remind us the 
area of the meadow. 

Parc Monceau



LILI

On a cotton base, our beautiful Lili cut pinned velvet unfolds its irregular, infinite leaves & 
lily’s flowers. The designs which appear to be in motion, seem to be balanced on this 
mirror surface. The relief effect is studded with small uncut piles which underline the 
design and give the fabric all its character and uniqueness.
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PENINSULA

Peninsula is homage to the superb architecture of the Parisian Palace. We 
have interpreted its characteristic geometrical style with a cross design. 

To imbue this jacquard with the subtlety of its inspiration, we have 
painstakingly selected a fine & dense satin warp which contrasts with a 
slubbed matt cotton weft to weave the design. This combination turns 

Peninsula into a fabric with a contemporary look that will lend a touch of the 
sublime to any interior. 
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CRILLON

Crillon is a woven structure that combines technical performance with 
contemporary elegance. Its structure plays with our eyes. Its intricate armouring 
work and mélange yarn colors give the illusion of the pixel and create a 3D 
effect. It lends itself to the realization of furniture in the most exclusive places. 
Thanks to its technical performance, Crillon ensures resistance to abrasion and 
light, as well as easy care. Its thick chain is framed with two fancy threads of 
different colors which gives this jacquard its entire depth and uniqueness color
pallet. 
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PLAZA ATHENEE

A woven texture with geometric and tight armor, which plays with 
subtle matte and shiny effects. The diversity of yarns such as soft 
chenille combined with more satiny fibers suggests a refined and 
precious character. Thick and durable, the Plaza Athenée texture 

is ideal for making your seats for intensive use.
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CHAMPS-ELYSEE

Champs-Elysée pays tribute to the art of embroidery know-how and the 
poetry of natural materials. The vertical stripes are embroidered with a fine 
wool whom the softness reminds us a cashmere scarf; the delicate ground is 
woven as a net and the piece-dying lets appear delicate nuances thank to 
the yarn mélange. The contrast from the mat stripes & the shine from the 
ground testify the Cetec delicate taste for the combination of materials & 
delicate fines textures. 
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LOTUS

LOTUS is inspired by the traditional Shantung silk. 
Woven by respecting the traditional statement, Shantung 

is considered like a “wild silk”, it has a textured aspect 
thank to the slubbed woven yarns from the weft which 

design a delicate structure on the surface. 
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Haute-Couture inspiration for Vendôme. The fabric is woven by a wooden loom using the 
traditional know-how. It combines fancy yarns and colours with the boldness of the greatest 
Parisian designers. 

The exclusivity of these weaves comes from the richness and dyeing of the yarns that 
compose them. Vendôme is made up of three unusual fancy yarns, spun by hand: one 
ribbon, one bouclé yarn and one cotton thread with sequins. Each one is space-dyed in two 
or three colours, turning Vendôme into a uniquely hued fabric. 

The 6 colours pay homage to the feminine nuances of Mademoiselle Chanel ribbon. 
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PALAIS ROYAL

Palais Royal captivates with its elegant look. A thick weft is woven on a delicate 
organza ground to create thin stripes with various contrasts of tones. Woven in 
double width; it is - without any doubt - at the window that Palais Royal reveals 

its unique character thanks to the varying transparency of the stripes.

Meurice is a fabric woven from bouclé yarns. Its thick warp provides a 
resistant base, while in the weft, its looped thread, married to a second 
thread, gives softness and relief to the downy fabric. Meurice fabric is 
ideal for making comfortable upholstery, head-bed and cushions for 

interior designer in love with texture. 
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PARC MONCEAU 10990158
Decorative

Width 145cm
Repeat v:70cm / H:62cm
Composition 100% LI

PENINSULA 10990160
Decorative

Width 140cm
Repeat V:17cm/ H:30cm
Composition 78%CO 22%PES

VENDOME 10990161
Decorative

Width 139cm
Repeat V:10cm/ H:10cm
Composition 70%VI 30%CO

CHAMPS-ELYSEE 10990159
Decorative

Width 134cm
Repeat V: 0cm / H:34cm
Composition 44%PL 38% VI 

13%LI 5% WO

LOTUS 10990163
Decorative

Width 140cm
Composition 100%PES

CRILLON 10990165
Upholstery

Width 140cm
Composition 100%PES
Martindale >55,000

MEURICE 10990166
Upholstery

Width 142cm
Composition 44%CO 21%PC 

19%VI 8%LI 8%PES
Martindale >55,000

LILI 10990168 
Upholstery

Width 138cm
Repeat V: 32cm / H:35cm
Composition 75%VI 25%PL
Martindale >55,000

PLAZA ATHENEE 10990164
Upholstery

Width 140cm
Composition 80%PES 20%LI
Martindale >55,000

PALAIS ROYAL 10990162
Sheer

Width 310cm
Composition 89%PES 11%CO

185           595          652           695  

825           881          883           884  

466           485          787

883          885          982            990  

887          917           985           993  

996          997           998

423           595          883           887  

896

585           883          884           885  

895          997

683          884           891           984  

988

584          883           981           984  
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485           685          881           987

184           423          564           894

995           998

898           981
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